March to Save Liverpool
Women’s Hospital and the
NHS. 22nd September 2018
From the Hospital to the Albert Dock and Labour’s Conference
For all our
mothers,
sisters,
daughters,
friends, and
lovers and for
all the babies.
For a fully
funded, fully
staffed,
publicly
provided NHS

Follow us on Facebook, Save
Liverpool Women’s hospital, read
our blog, Save Liverpool Women’s
Hospital.com.

End the crisis in the NHS Fund it now!
Invest in our mothers, in our babies, in our
people
Invest in our hospital, on site.

email savelwh@outlook.com.
Petition
https://you.38degrees.org.uk/peti
tions/save-liverpool-women-shospital or
by Post Save LWH C/O News From
Nowhere 96 Bold Street Liverpool
L1 4HY

 For good antenatal care, care at birth and care in the early months for
each mother, and each baby in UK!
 For a significantly higher maternity tariff!
 Reinstate all breast-feeding support services!
 Invest in mental health!
 For decent pay, bursaries and lower workloads for NHS staff!
 For an end to privatisation and for services to be brought back in house!
 For a full reinstatement of the NHS!
 For an end to rip off PFI building finance in the NHS and public service!

Not one more winter crisis; fix the NHS.
This winter there were 10,000 additional
The NHS as a
deaths in England and Wales in the first few
national service is fully
weeks of 2018. These policies are costing our
affordable, when it gets the
people’s lives
same proportion of public

Not one Doctor or Nurse who wants to,
expenditure as other western
and is fit to, work in the NHS to face
European countries pay for their
deportation!
health care, the same

Not one contract to
proportion as the UK used to
pay before 2010.This is less than
go to for profit
the appalling US system
organisation!
Encourage NHS Staff that
Good health care is good
investment in the population
together we can change
and prevents much human pain
this mess!
and grief.
The fight for our hospital
Privatisation just makes money for
is part of the struggle for the NHS. We face
the shareholders
the largest corporate interests who see it as a
business opportunity. Remember Carillion
and the Royal Liverpool Hospital rip off.
Seventy years ago, the NHS was founded as a
public service for the people at a time of real poverty.
Spread the word. Distribute leaflets, set up a small meeting, and go
to Consultation meetings. Donate. Set up a stall, sign the petition,
take it door to door, and keep us informed. Help celebrate NHS at
70, come to meetings…
Come and march in London for NHS 70th Birthday on June 30th. Contact us for
travel details.
March in Liverpool on 22nd September. Bring your own banners; bring your
friends and family

